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Almonds are delicious nuts that grow similar to the Peach tree (a close relative), however a little 
less vigorous and it does not require much insect or disease control.  Almonds before harvest 
look like deflated green peaches.  Almond nuts are in three parts the hull (green), the shell and 
the kernel (the edible portion).  

Plant Growing Conditions
To grow an almond tree successfully it is best to plant an almond tree where it can have plenty of 
space to grow 20 to 30 feet tall and wide.  Almonds grow best in full sun and in a spot with 
plenty of air flow; this also helps prevent fungal diseases from developing on your tree.  
Remember to routinely fertilize the trees with a fertilizer that has a mild nitrogen rate, strong 
phosphorous and potash like a 8-16-16, this encourages a good leaf and root growth (nitrogen) 
while providing the nutrients for better flower and fruit production (phosphorous). Any organic 
or synthetic fertilizer marketed for Fruit Trees is good to use.  

Spraying 
This is a spraying guide of what kind of spraying is needed to care for your almonds to be both a 
good neighbor and protection of your own crop. 

Late February- Apply dormant spray or Horticultural Oil to control over wintering eggs, larva, or 
scales that will cause problems when spring rolls around these pests become active.  Also to 
control over wintering fungal spores use either Copper or Lime Sulfur fungicides. 

To control Aphids, Scale, Powdery Mildew, Peach tree Borer, and Spider Mites spray as needed 
when the pest present themselves. See Stone 

Cross Pollinating
Almonds for the most part require two trees of different varieties to produce.  There are a few 
varieties that are self-fruitful.

Pruning
To keep your tree healthy and productive, almonds, they need annual pruning.  Unlike their close 
relative the peach, almond spurs are only productive for 5 years so each year during dormancy 
remove some of the older wood to force new branches and spurs to grow.  Do keep an open 
branch habit on this tree to allow for better pest and disease control.
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Thinning
Almonds don’t require thinning due to annual pruning maintenance.   

Harvest
Almonds are easy to harvest first wait for the hulls to split then shake the tree and let the 
almonds fall.  Collect the almonds, remove hulls and let them dry in the sun on racks.  When the 
almonds have dried in their shells and are ready to eat they should rattle when you shake them.


